Animation uses old physics to new effect

Achieving visual realism with physically based simulations while taming the result to fit artists’ imaginations is the goal in animated filmmaking and gaming.

Ever wonder how animated films such as *The Incredibles* get hair, clothing, water, plants, and other details to look so realistic? Or how, like the lion in *The Chronicles of Narnia*, animated characters are worked into live-action films? If not, the animators would most likely be pleased, since they don’t want special effects to distract from the story. Behind the scenes, though, is a lot of artistry, computation, and physics.

Traditionally, animation was hand drawn. But among other skills, that requires “some of the same magical eye that the Renaissance painters had, to give the impression that it’s realistically illuminated,” says Paul Debevec, a computer graphics researcher at the University of Southern California. Over the past decade or so, physically based simulations have been used increasingly to achieve more realistic lighting and motion. In films, though, physics is slave to expediency and art: Simplifications and shortcuts make the simulations faster and cheaper, and what the director wants trumps physical accuracy.

Other applications in which physically based animation plays a role include video games, which have the added challenge of requiring algorithms to run in real time; engineering tests of bridges, aircraft, cars, and the like; videos for training surgeons; and courtroom evidence. “Attorneys might mock up computer simulations showing what happened in an accident,” says James O’Brien, who simulates such things as explosions, fractures, and cloth in motion at the University of California, Berkeley. But relying on computer simulations could be dangerous, he adds. “They can be tweaked however you like. And when you see computer graphics, you believe it.”

Simulating reality

In the movie *300*, which came out earlier this year, several ships collide. Hulls splinter, masts break, sails tear, and the ships sink. The scene was simulated, although most of the film was not. Stephan Trojansky, who worked on *300* as visual effects supervisor for the Munich-based company ScanlineVFX, says the fluid simulation encompassed about “90 000 square meters of ocean with a resolution of approximately 8000 by 8000 by 2000 voxels—128 billion simulation elements. We probably created the highest fluid simulation detail ever used in visual effects.”

“For the fracturing and splintering of the ships,” he adds, “we developed splintering technology. You would usually use rigid-body systems, but wood doesn’t break like a stone tower. It bends. To get realistic behavior, you have to take into account how the ship is nailed together. The physics involved is mainly equations that define where the material will break.”

Animations of both fluids and solids—and of facial expressions, clothing, and deformable objects, among off the coast of Greece. The realistic appearance of fur, water, and many other details in the animated film *Ratatouille* (top), released by Pixar Animation Studios earlier this year, were likewise achieved with physically based simulations.
other things—use various computational methods derived from discretizing continuous equations, Navier–Stokes in the case of fluids. The commonly used methods break the object being simulated into discrete elements (finite element method), fixed cells in space (finite difference method), or point samples (particle method). "The computational cost goes up with the number of grid cells or particles, but so does the realism," says O’Brien. "The tradeoff between how good something looks versus cost starts to favor the particle method when you reduce the number to make it affordable, whereas the finite element and finite difference methods are favored where you can afford a more expensive computation."

Mark Sagar of WETA Digital, a visual effects company in Wellington, New Zealand, specializes in simulating faces. One technique is motion capture, in which markers are placed on an actor’s face, their positions are noted for different expressions, and the positions are then mapped onto an animated character. For example, says Sagar, "for King Kong we mapped the actor's expressions onto a gorilla."

Simulating the face "can be treated as a kinematics or a dynamics problem," Sagar says. "You interpret movement in terms of muscle—we approximate the basic properties? Then you consider how they've done." For skin translucency, "we were able to adapt a solution from medical physics, from a calculation of radiation distributions inside the skin that was used for laser therapy in skin diseases."

 Illumination is another area in which physics plays a key role in animation. For a long time, says Cornell University’s Steve Marschner, "rendering skin was hard. It would look waxy or too smooth." The fix, he says, was to take into account that skin is translucent, which he and colleagues "figured out from looking at a different problem—rendering marble."

As with simulations of fluids, cloth, rigid bodies, and so on, incorporating translucency to model skin involves old physics. "In some cases we have to create the models from the ground up. But sometimes we find somebody in another branch of physics who has solved a similar problem and we can leverage what they've done." For skin translucency, "we were able to adapt a solution from medical physics, from a calculation of radiation distributions inside the skin that was used for laser therapy in skin diseases."

Physically based audio simulations is an area that is heating up but so far is used more in video games than in the movie industry, says Nicolas Tsingos of INRIA, France’s national institute for computer science and control near Nice. The sounds of objects vibrating or solids coming into contact with each other are easier to simulate than those of fluids, he adds. "If it's a fluid, you solve the Navier–Stokes equations and use the result to modulate input noise signals to get the final acoustic response. Sound and visuals are synchronized—you get the boom at the same time as you see the explosion," says Tsingos. "Computing physically based simulations of sound is a really good alternative to using
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**Bag of tricks**

Realistic motion is often too complicated for animators to do by hand, says Michael Kass, a researcher at Pixar Animation Studios. "The results can be awful and very expensive." He points to the original 1995 Toy Story and notes that "if you see a wrinkle in clothing, it's because an animator decided to put in a wrinkle at that point in time. After that we [at Pixar] decided to do a short film to try out a physically based clothing simulation."

The movement of clothing is computed as a solution to partial differential equations, says Kass. "You start with individual threads. What are their basic properties? Then you consider the bulk properties when [they’re] woven. The main physical effects are stretching, shearing, and bending. To a certain degree, you can take real cloth and get actual measurements." Clothing isn’t completely solved, he adds, "but it’s now part of a standard bag of tricks. Our simulations have become accurate enough that we can design garments with commercially available pattern-making software and then have them move largely as a tailor would expect in our virtual simulations."

Hair, Kass adds, "is in many ways easier than clothing because it’s like individual threads. The difference is that clothing doesn’t move like clothing unless the threads interact. In a real head of hair, the threads do interact, but you can get convincing motion without taking that into account."

---
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prerecorded sound, but, especially for fluids, there is a long way to go to get the same degree of realism that people in computer graphics get for visuals.”

**Digital characters**

“One of the coolest things you see in a movie is when there is some sort of otherworldly beast or digital character that is sitting in the scene, roaming around, and it looks like it was really there,” says Debevec. “The only way you can do that is by understanding the physics of light transport, respecting how light works in the real world, and then using computers to try to make up the difference from what was really shot.”

For example, he says, in *Narnia* “they filmed a lot of it with the children dressed up in their knight costumes and left an empty space for the lion.” Then, to get the digital lion just right, “Rhythm and Hues Studios used radiometrically calibrated cameras to measure the color and intensity of illumination from every direction in the scene.” The measurements, he adds, “are fed into algorithms that were originally developed in the physics community and have been adapted by the computer graphics community as a realistic way to simulate the way light bounces around in the scene. They also use the measurements to change the illumination in the scene that was really shot, so that shadows will appear where the character is blocking light.”

Similar methods are used for creating digital doubles—virtual stunt characters that fill in for live actors. For that, says Debevec, “film studios sometimes bring actors here to our institute, where we’ve built devices to measure how a person or object, or whatever you stick in [the device], reflects light coming from every possible direction” (see cover photo). The resulting data set, he says, can be used to simulate a virtual version of the person. “There are about 40 shots of a digital Alfred Molina playing Dr. Otto Octavius in *Spider-Man 2*. It looks like him, but it’s an animated character. The reflection from the skin looks realistic, with its texture, translucency, and shine, since it’s all based on measurements of the real actor.”

**A tradition of cheating**

“We rarely simulate more than two indirect bounces of illumination, whereas in reality light just keeps bouncing around,” continues Debevec. “With no bounces, things look way too spartan and the shadows are too sharp. One bounce fills in perhaps three-quarters of the missing light, and with two bounces you’re usually past 95%. That’s good enough.” Another shortcut, he adds, is to focus just on the light rays that will end up at the eye. “We try to figure out what the cheats you can make that give you images that look right.”

“There is a long tradition of cheating as much as possible,” says Marschner, “because setting up an exact simulation is either not possible or too expensive.” For example, he adds, to get illumination to look right, a light source might be placed in some nonphysical position, like inside a character’s head. Adds Kass, “You can run a simulation backwards if you know how it should end up. Or you can add semi-invisible forces—pins or virtual glue to change the coefficient of friction locally. Animated characters don’t object when you stick pins in them.”

We use physics to get realism, says Trojansky. “But I am a physics cheater. I use it as a base, but I am interested in the visual effect.” For fluid simulations, cheating might mean ignoring the compressibility or surface tension of the fluid, computing only surface behavior, or setting unrealistic boundary conditions to get the desired visual effect. Trojansky adds, “The Navier–Stokes equations are basic. They describe motion in our world, and there is no way to get around them. The question is how to solve and convert them into code that can create photorealistic results. If BMW does a crash-test simulation, they want an accurate simulation that gives real behavior, for safety. In films, we want to satisfy the director, so we write code that only fulfills the visual aspects and looks believable.”

*Toni Feder*

**CERN’s fix-it man**

As director general of CERN, Robert Aymar has perhaps the most visible job in particle physics today.

In 2004, when Robert Aymar was appointed to run CERN, he was seen as a troubleshooter brought in to get the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) up and running.

Born in 1936, Aymar studied at the École Polytechnique in Paris and then entered the Corps des Poudres, a former French government agency for basic and applied research. In 1959 he was transferred to the Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) in Saclay, where he focused on fundamental research in plasma physics and applications in controlled thermonuclear fusion. In 1977 Aymar was appointed director of the Tore Supra tokamak in Cadarache. “When I first pushed superfluid technology for the Tore Supra large magnets, I was called a fool,” he says. After the success of Tore Supra, the same technology was proposed for cooling the LHC magnets. In 1990 Aymar became director of fundamental research at the CEA’s natural sciences division. He was chairman of the 1993 external review committee that approved the technical specifications for the LHC. “In some ways that makes me the LHC’s godfather,” he says. In December 2001, while he was director of ITER, an international prototype energy fusion reactor, the CERN council appointed Aymar chair of a committee mandated to review and evaluate programs and management at CERN. From there, he took the lab’s reins.

By the time Aymar’s tenure as CERN director general draws to a close at the end of 2008, the LHC should have begun producing results—despite the revelation last month of a new slip in its